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ABSTRACT

It is clear that preparedness and  fast response to any type of the disaster has to be of growing importance. The 
aforementoned is caused by growing number and scale of the man-made and natural disasters caused, respectvely,  
mainly by increase of human populaton, general technologizaton of societes and occurrence of extreme weather 
conditons resultng from the climate change. 

Since 1993 the United Natons Disaster Assessment and Coordinaton (UNDAC) operates as a part of the 
internatonal emergency response system for sudden-onset emergencies. It has proven to be an important element of  
disaster management eforts mechanisms.  

By design, UNDAC exists to help the UN and governments of disaster-afected countries in the frst phase of a 
sudden-onset emergency. It's role also includes coordinaton of incoming internatonal relief at natonal level and/or at 
the site of the emergency. 

UNDAC teams are designed to be deployed  at  12-48 hours notce to any place in the world. They are provided 
free of charge to the disaster-afected country, and deployed upon the request of the United Natons Resident or 
Humanitarian Coordinator and/or the afected Government.

Despite of numerous, generally successful, engagements there is stll room for improvement to beter shape 
natonal security with UNDAC actvites in the age of uncertainty and the Authors  focus on that mater. 
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MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE(S) OF THE RESEARCH

Authors understood the necessity of conductng such a research combined by the use of the hand-on experience 
and conclusions of Gen. Feltynowski (who has partcipated in UNDAC actvites) create opportunity to obtain synergy 
and come up with new quality of recommendatons. The aforementoned was the main motvaton and objectve of 
this research.

In Partcular the motves behind conductng the research were:
- relevancy of the issue and its growing importance,
- lack of signifcant number of scientfc publicatons regarding this subject,
- personal experiences and partcipaton in actvites of UNDAC (prof. Feltynowski).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS USED

Authors decided to undertake the research in order to organize and analyze the present state of their knowledge 
combined with their experience and general interest and necessity to further explore the issue of UNDAC and Disaster 
Risk Reducton in Shaping Natonal Security.

The Study was conducted with use of the data, materials and outcomes of previous studies conducted by the 
Authors in feld of humanitarian law, disaster risk reducton, internatonal cooperaton in internal security, critcal 
infrastructure and civil protecton, defense as well as territorial defense 

The part of the study took place in 2022 when the informatons were organized in order to identfy the need for 
further research, gathered, analyzed and conclusions were obtained.

Main methods used in this work were based on the analysis of the scientfc research results and a synthetc 
descripton of the key conclusions drawn from the review of the literature describing various aspects of the chosen 
issues. Among others, methods used in the chapter are - critcal literature review, comparatve analysis, analysis of
available data and desk research.
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RESULTS OBTAINED

As a result of conductng the study Authors identfed areas where UNDAC regulatons and operatons can be 
improved and provided some recommendatons. UNDAC has several principles that are followed during the actons, 
stll factual situatons are ofentmes challenging and require adaptaton and training to improve receiving the help.

UNDAC cornerstonesUNDAC operatonal space

Source: OCHA, UN, UNDAC Field Handbook, 2018
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RESULTS OBTAINED

The main recommendatons would promote introducton of greater number of trainings among individuals who live in 
countries with danger of exposure to sudden-onset emergencies. That would help to act faster and establish beter 
manners of communicaton and cooperaton, that not only aims at helping, making sure that it is well received but also 
assists with contacts with media and strategic planning.    

Sample feld visit plan
 Example humanitarian profle

Source: OCHA, UN, UNDAC Field Handbook, 2018
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RESULTS OBTAINED 

Vast majority the Authors that address UNDAC issues focus upon the process of improvement that the UNDAC in 
its operatonal and organizatonal development showed  throughout the years.

Also numerous reports make it visible how the evoluton of the mechanism along its procedures, regulatons and 
devoted people was happening. 

Despite of the fact that UNDAC system was used to help countries recently and the whole Emergency Response 
System adapted quickly to the COVID-19 pandemic reality with dedicaton and professionalism of people involved, stll 
it could react quicker. The key to the prompt response is having a base of trained individuals living  in countries exposed 
to disasters. They should come from that country, understand the mentality of the local people and government 
representatves and the culture as well as be able to explain and use the UNDAC system so the help can be accepted 
and crisis tamed. It is recommended to organize trainings for individuals identfed as future local part of the UNDAC 
system. This kind of approach would greatly optmize the efciency of the system and give it a chance to play more 
prominent role.

Despite of the extended research conducted in order to explore the researched issues, due to the complexity of 
the mater, there is stll space to explore it's development in the scientfc manner.

Further details will be presented future works.
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